Let G,, denote the graph obtained from deleting the edges of K,,, the complete graph with vertex set V,, = (1,2, . . . . n}, independently with equal probability 1 -p. Assume that p = p(n) is such that np = c > 1. We describe an algorithm FindTree for finding induced trees in a graph. By analyzing how FindTree performs in Gn,p, we obtain the following results. Let T,, be the order of the largest induced subtree of G, p' We find a number t(c) such that T,, is almost surely larger than (t(c) -&)n for any E > 0. Also, if L, denotes the length of the longest induced path in Gn,p, then we find a number h(c) such that L, is almost surely larger than (h(c) -E)n for any E>O.
INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
This paper is concerned with the number of vertices in the largest induced trees and the length of the longest induced paths in the well-known random graph G,, P. This graph is obtained from the complete graph K,, on the vertex set V,, = { 1, 2, . . . . n} by deleting each edge in K,, independently with probability 1p. We shall assume that p = p(n) is such that np = c > 1. We shall use an algorithm FindTree to find an induced tree in G n,p. But before we do that, we consider a slight variation of G,,.
Let m be a large positive integer. For any p in [0, 11, define q by
Consider m independent copies Ggi, Gzi, . . . . GiyJ of G,,. We assume that the edges in G,,, (i) all have label i. Let G,(m, p) be the graph obtained by superimposing the graphs GFi, Gifi, . . . . GkyJ. Note that when edge labels are ignored and when multiple edges are coalesced, G,(m, p) becomes G,, P. Hence, an induced tree in G, (m, p) is also an induced tree in G,, P. We shall apply algorithm FindTree to G,(m, p) instead of G,,,. The reason is that it is easier to do analysis in G, (m, p) . FindTree can also be rewritten to find an induced tree in G,, or any other graph directly.
ALGORITHM FINDTREE
Procedure DF( u); { 17, 5, I: are global variables} Begin 5 := 5 u vertex U; For j:=1 tom do Begin S := the set of vertices v' which is joined to a vertex in r -U; if (there is an edge with label j joining v to a vertex w $ S u n) then (w is arbitrary if there is more than one such edge} Begin F:= Fu the edge (u, w); Ww); End End End; (DF) Begin (MainProgram} F := the empty set 0; II:=@; n := 1; while ((17) ( ) n) do Begin <:=0; DFbO; n:=nuy; if (II71 -c n) then arbitrarily choose a vertex z$ I7 End output F which contains the edges of a forest of trees each of which is induced by its vertex set; output I7 which is the ordered sequence of vertices picked by FindTree End.
FindTree is a "greedy" depth first search algorithm. Note that FindTree keeps a sequence r which contains the vertices of the induced tree under construction, and a sequence 17 = (it , . x2:, . . . > which contains the vertices of the induced trees already constructed. FindTree expands the induced tree T under construction by searching in a depth first manner for a vertex w that is joined to a vertex o in T but w is not adjacent to any other vertex in 7'. If no such vertex can be found, then an induced tree is formed, the vertices of the induced tree are added to 27, and FindTree restarts by arbitrarily picking another vertex not in the current sequence l7. Note that the induced trees found by FindTree are m-ary trees; that is, they are rooted trees in which internal vertex has at most m offspring vertices. Let T m,n be the order of the largest induced tree found by FindTree when applied to G,(m, p). Then we have the following theorem. Then for any e > 0, there is p in (0, 1) so that for large n, P(n-lT,,,>(l -s) t(m, c))> 1 -p".
By letting m --+ co, it is very easy to obtain the following theorem on the order T, of the largest induced tree in G,,, found by a similar version of FindTree. Then for any E > 0, there is p in (0, 1) so that for large n, P(n-lT,,.
Theorem 2 is an improvement to a result in Frieze and Jackson [3] . But in that paper, it was mentioned that Fernandez de la Vega [2] obtained the same constant t(c). See also Luczak and Palka [S] for more related results on induced trees. We present a proof of Theorem 2 here because it follows neatly from Theorem 1 and it is useful in showing a result on induced paths. Also, we can show that the order of the greatest induced tree found by a similar breadth first search algorithm (instead of the depth first search algorithm considered in this article) satisfies Theorem 2. It will be interesting to find an algorithm which gives a constant better than t(c).
Note that the path joining the root of an induced tree to a leaf represents an induced path. Thus by calculating the height of the largest induced tree obtained by FindTree, we obtain the length of an induced path. We use L, to denote the length of the longest induced path in G,,. where y(c) is the smallest positive root of y = ec( y-'! Then for any E > 0, there is p in (0, 1) so that
Note that y(r) converges to 0 as c goes to co. Hence h(c)c/log c -+ 1 as c + co. That is, h(c) z (log c)/c when c + co. As mentioned in Frieze and Jackson [4] , an induced cycle (called holes in [4 3 ) can be formed from an induced path quite easily. This can be done in our case by first using FindTree to find an induced path of about (h(c) -E)G vertices. An induced cycle can be formed by searching in a depth first manner for an edge that closes the induced path. Therefore, one can show from Theorem 3 that for any c>l and .s>O, G,, almost surely contains an induced cycle of order at least (h(c) -e)n. This would be an improvement to a result in Frieze and Jackson [4] .
THE PROOFS
Note that FindTree recursively expands the current induced tree T by inspecting edges with label j (j= 1, . . . . m) that are joined to a vertex v in T. Each such step is called an edge inspection. That is, in an edge inspection, all edges with label j adjacent to v are searched. The edge inspection is said to be successful if a vertex w is found so that w is adjacent to v but not to any other vertices in T. If the edge inspection is successful, then w is added to the current induced tree. Suppose that n= {xl, 7r2, . ..} so that ni is the ith vertex picked by FindTree and let ni= (n,, 7r2, . . . . ni>. Given 17i, let Zi= {X~ V~-17,: x is adjacent to ni but not to nn,, . . . . 71i_ i}
Given that FindTree has already picked 7ti, let Xi be the number of additional edge inspections used for picking 7ti+ r . Note that if Ir(ni) u nil < v, then the probability of failing to pick xi+ I in the next edge inspection is not greater than (1 -q)"-', and so Xi is smaller in distribution than a geometric variable Yi, where P(Y,=j)=(l-(l-q)"-')(1-q)"-'""-", j= 1, 2, . . . .
We first obtain two preliminary results: one is on an estimate of Ir(ni)l and the other is on large deviations of sums of geometric variables. LEMMA 1. Suppose that 6 > 0 and i 2 on. Then for any E > 0, there is p in (0, 1) and p is independent of i so that for all large n,
Proof Note that if 1 I'(I7-I ) u fljl = v, then lZj[ is a binomial variable with parameters n -v and p. We shall estimate II'(17,)) by considering n imaginary vertices, each of which is joined to nj (j= 1, . . . . i) with probability p. Let Mj be the number of these imaginary vertices joined to nj but not to 71 r, . . . . nj-1. Then it is not difficult to see that
Note that AI(') = MI + . . . + Mi is a sum of n independent Bernoulli variables with probability of success = 1 -(1 -p)', and we have from a result stated in Bollobas [l, p. 121 that
where p does not depend on i. The lemma now follows from (1). 1 
To show (2), note that for t < -log a2 and t sufficiently close to 0,
Now there is A > 0 depending on cc1 and a2 such that 2( 1 -fi)( 1t-p) > A -' for all t E (0, -log a,). Hence
We rY-'tl(l -s)] 6 1 + At2 < exp(At2). Let k = L&z J and choose sufficiently small 6, > 6 and a2 > 0 so that From here onward we shall assume each appearance of E or p satisfies E > 0 and p E (0, 1). Note that the p's depend on the 6's and/or E'S only. Each appearance of E or p may represent a different number. Let Bk denote the event that the number of possible edge inspections not used in picking 7r2, . . . . zk + 1 is less than VIZ. We shall show that P(Bk) < p". We must do this in order to avoid the difficulty caused by the fact that 7~~ does not need to be in the largest induced tree found by FindTree. LEMMA 3. For all large n, there is p in (0, 1) so that P( Bk) < p".
Now for

Proof:
From Lemma 1, there is p1 in (0, 1) so that for all large n P{for I= 1, . . . . k Ir(n,)l~n(l-(l-p)~)+(~~-~)n) =P(l~(17,)j<n(l-(1-p)k)+(6,-6)n)31-p~.
Hence, if CI denotes the event that n -Ir(l7,) u l7, I b n( 1 -p)" -d1 n, then for large n, P(for I= 
We shall need the following preliminary result. From Lemma 1, there is p3 in (0, 1) so that P(A) < pi for large n. For event B, note first that event B implies that the vertices zk + 1, . . . . Zj are not in the same induced tree. Now each new vertex znf included in the current induced three gives rise to m extra possible edge inspections for the picking of vertices 7r1+ 1, 7rl+ 2, . . . . Hence event B implies either "Bk)' or "not Fk + 1" or ... or "not Fj- 
for some p4 in (0, 1). Also, from Lemma 3, there is p5 in (0, 1) so that P(B,) < p'$' for large n. Hence, for large n, Note that as the positive constants 6, a,, 6,, 6, go to 0, k'/n goes to t(m, c), where t = t(m, c) is the positive root of Note that when FindTree has just picked ni, there are m additional edge inspections available for FindTree to pick vertices 7ti+ 1, 7ti+ *, . . . . Let Ui be the number of successful edge inspections among these m possible edge inspections. Let us consider a general case. Assume 6n <s < t < un. We would like to estimate the number of black vertices in n(s, t). Note that if 71, is the rightmost non-black vertex in n(s, t), then rr-i is black iff Ui-1 = 0. Also, if nj is black and zi+ 1 is non-black, then 7r1 + 1, .,., nj-1 are black iff Uj-i<l, Uj_,+Uj-,~2,.", uj-l+ ." +UI+lQj-l-1'
We next perform an experiment and use green to colour the vertices in n(s, t) according to the following rules. Assume that Ui, . . . . Ui are all independent with a common binomial distribution, parameters m and 1 -/?, where fi is to be specified later. Let I < t be the rightmost vertex that is non-black. Then (i) if 1~ t, colour the vertices 7tl+ 1, . . . . 71, green and do not colour zl; (ii) start colouring from zI-1 to 71, as follows: ta) ifnj+l is non-green, then colour nj iff Ujl = 0, otherwise do not colour 7tj, (b) if nj is green but nj+ 1 is not, then colour the vertices Xl+ 1, ***, Xj-1 iff Let B(s, t) and G(s, t), respectively, be the number of black and green vertices in n(s, t). It is easy to see that if Ui >, Vi in distribution for s<i<t, then P(&, t) 2 t) f P(G(s, t) 2 <) for any {.
Hence from (5) 
where the /? in our above definition of U' is exp( -(c/m)(e-"'" -6,)). Note that /? < 1 -l/m if t c un. Lemma 4 in Suen [6] can be transformed readily to the following, which we do not prove here. LEMMA 6. Suppose that 0 < a < y < u. If an 6 s < t ,< yn and (t -s)/n + [ as n -+ 00, then for any E > 0, there is p in (0, 1) so that for all large n, Therefore, from (8) and (9), we see that for any E > 0, there is p in (0,l) so that P(B(zi-1 + 1, zi) b (24 -6)nX(Pi, m)/v + En) d P",
where pi = exp(-(c/m)(exp( -CUi) -6,)). Note that as m + co and 6, k+o, and SO x(Bi, m) + yi = y(c exp(cwi/v)), where y(c) is the smallest positive root of y = exp(( y -1)C). Hence for any s1 > 0, we obtain from (10) by choosing sufficiently large m and suffkiently small 6, a3 > 0 that there is p in (0, 1) so that and it follows that for any g1 > 0, there is p in (0, 1) so that v-l P L,>,n 1 (1-y&o/V-v&~n 
